We might have bought
a narrowboat
Do you remember this?

Well look at it now!

I have just re-read my last twelve
months of blogs which started with
an announcement of our plans to
buy and live on a narrowboat. With
a few diversions into bird
watching and house plant
management there was a heavy
emphasis on bemoaning the fact
that we couldn’t actually buy a
boat until we sold my Mum’s old

bungalow. Well I guess I deserve a
bit of a slap on the wrist for not
keeping you up to date because,
like my indefatigable palm tree,
our plans have suddenly sprouted
new and exciting life.

May we introduce Golden Girl

We finally sold the property last
month and after a few weeks of
renewed searching we found our
dream boat. Barring any untoward
findings during the out of water
survey which takes place next
month we will be the proud and
considerably giddy owners of
Golden Girl. 57 feet of pure
loveliness and with an engine that
purrs like an overfed pussy cat.
She’s really lovely.

All mod cons

The process of getting from that
blog to finally owning a boat has
been like torture and when I shook
the hand of Golden Girl’s current

owner the overwhelming emotion
that flooded through me was one of
relief. I had expected joy,
happiness, excitement and maybe
even a touch of anxiety and a
little sinful pride but no, it was
just pure unadulterated relief. At
last we could relax and stop
worrying about viewings and
surveys, false promises and lost
dreamboats and just get on with
living our dream. Well, at least
that’s what I thought.

Cosy lounge

Buying a narrowboat is not unlike
buying a house in some respects in
the sense that it is common to
have a survey of your prospective
new home carried out by an expert.
In the case of a narrowboat
however this involves hauling it
out of the water somewhere so that
the surveyor can get a good look
at its bottom. I already had a

surveyor lined up so everything
seemed straightforward when I rang
up Burnley Dry Dock to book us in
only to be told that they had no
availability until late October! I
think I may have overdone the
tearful disappointment in my voice
a little but it worked because
they found us a shared slot with
another boat early next month. So
that’s it. So long as the surveyor
doesn’t come back and tell us that
the Golden Girl has completely
lost her lustre we should be the
new owners by the end of September
or sooner. Of course if it turns
out that her bottom is rusted and

rotten we might have to pull out
of the sale. I expect there could
be tears so don’t miss the next
episode and the possibility of
high drama!
That’s it for now really. I’m
hoping that this new development
might inspire me to more regular
and even creative writing as we
set forth on our watery adventure.
It should start with moving the
boat from Burnley to its new home
at Rufford via forty seven locks
so if that doesn’t provide me with
something to write about then I
don’t deserve your further

attention.

There is so much more to tell you
but I feel I am tempting fate
until we actually have the keys in
our hands and our bank account is
empty. We will know for sure on

th

September 12

but until then I

will simply ask for your best
wishes. See you on board soon, we
hope.

